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Seed Studies With Irish Potatoes 
]. T. RosA, JR. 
In recent years., 'the Irish potato has become the most important horti-
cultural crop in Missouri.*' It is grown for market on a large scale in a 
number of localities and practically every farmer and home gardener grows 
some for home use. Nevertheless about 7,000 carloads of northern and 
western potatoes, nearly half of the amount consumed, are now being 
shipped into the state each year. There appears to be room for expansion 
of the potato growing bttsiness in Missouri, not only for sale on local 
markets but for shipment early in the season to the larger markets in the 
states to the north and west. 
Expansion of the industry, however, really depends upon the grower's 
ability to obtain large yields and realize good profits. Many factors oper-
ate to limit yields and profits. Some of these, as the weather, are more or 
less beyond the. control of the grower; others he may modify to a large 
extent. Chief among these controllable factors is the character of the 
seed from which the crop is grown. The use of unsuitable seed is an im-
portant cause of the present low yields. This publication is intended to 
bring together in condensed form, experimental work of the past four 
years on various questions pertaining to seed potatoes. 
CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTS 
The experiments were conducted near Columbia, the first three years 
on Knox silt loam soil of medium productivity, the fourth year on Putnam 
silt loam of low productivity. The experimental plots were fertilized with 
200 pounds per acre of acid phosphate the first three years; the fourth 
year, 400 pounds per acre of 2-12-2 commercial fertilizer was applied. 
Of the four years in which these experiments were conducted, 1919 was 
very favorable for the early potato crop; 1918 and 1921 were fairly favorable, 
and 1920 was very unfavorable. With this explanation of weather condi-
tions, the wide fluctuations in the yields from year to year may be un-
derstood. 
Potatoes for the early or spring crop were planted each year between 
March 25 and April 1. The rows were 30 feet apart and the seed pieces 
were spa.ced exactly 15 inches apart in the row, thus giving about 10,000 
hills per acre. In most of the tests 100 seed pieces of each lot were planted. 
Check rows planted with uniform seed were interspersed at short intervals 
throughout the field and the yields from the experimental lots have been 
corrected accordingly. Seed pieces were cut to average about one ounce 
in weight, except in the "size of seed" experiments. Ordinary good cul-
tivation was given, and insects were controlled by either spraying or dust-
*Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agriculture, 1915, p. 457; 1916, p. 615; 1917, p. 569; 1918, p. 
511; 1919, p. 572; 1920, p. 618. 
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ing with arsenicals. The crop was harvested each year in July, when most 
of the plants were practically dead. The potatoes were graded into No. l's 
and culls by passing them over a grading machine having a screen with 
1% inch mesh, as required by the rules for U. S. Standard grades. Th~ 
cull grade as reported here includes both the .No. 2 grade and the real 
culls, tubers below marketable size. The results have been calculated on 
the basis of 100 percent stand, which would make the yields appear slightly 
high. On the other hand, the bushel has been taken as 60 pounds, which 
is a little more than a bushel of potatoes· actually weighs. 
THE SPRING CROP 
Varietal Tests.-Extensive variety tests of potatoes were made at this 
Experiment Station and reported upon in 1891 * and 1896t, in which it was 
demonstrated that only early varieties were likely to produce satisfactory 
crops. However, the varieties grown at that t ime have mostly disappeared 
and new varieties have been introduced. The need for further experiments 
with present day varieties, conducted in the light of more recent knowledge 
concerning varieties and cultural methods, is apparent. During the four 
years of the present experiments, a large number of varieties were grown, 
though not all were grown in any one year. The long list of varietal names 
has been condensed and where varieties bought under different names prov-
ed to be identical, the averaged results are reported under the best known 
name. Of the more promising varieties, several strains or lots of the 
same kind from different sources, were planted. In such cases the aver-
aged results of all its strains are presented in the tables as the perform-
ance of a variety. The results of the variety tests w ith the spring crop are 
given in Table. 1, arranged in order of the average total yield in bushels 
per acre. 
The Early Ohio variety ranked first and the Irish Cobbler second in 
three out of the four years, the results being reversed the fourth year. 
Probably there is little difference in the adaptation of these two standard 
early sorts to Missouri conditions. Most of our markets pay a little higher 
price for the round smooth w hite Irish Cobblers than for Early Ohios, 
which tend to be rougher. The Irish Cobbler is sometimes criticized for 
producing too large a proportion of small tubers; this tendency has not 
been apparent in the present experiments, a fact brought out clearly by the 
data in Table 1. The other early varieties gave total yields considerably 
below those of the two leading varieties; the percentage of culls was much 
higher; and thus their yield of No. 1 potatoes, which is really the significant 
index of the value of any variety to the grower, was far below that of Early 
Ohio and Irish Cobbler. 
Grown as a spring crop, the standard late varieties, such as Rural, 
Green Mountain and Burbank, yielded poorly and produced · a high per-
centage of culls. In the favorable season of 1919 these late varieties made a 
fair crop, but even then much less than the best of the early sorts. The 
*Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 16, 1891. 
tMissouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 33, 1896. 
TABLE 1.-VARIETY TESTS WITH ~PRING CROP (ARRANGED IN ORDER OF T OTAL BUSHELS PER ACRE) 
1918 1919 1\l20 1921 
- --
N Bushels I Per N Bushels Per No. Bushels Per No. Bushels Per VARIETY 
cent cent strains per acre strains per acre strams of strains of 
of of 
I ~ · I per acre cent ~ · per acre cent 
tested I I • II tested I 
__ 'No. 1 Total ..:.::__:_· _ __ No. 1 Total culls 
t ested 
No. IITotal culls 
tested 
:"o. IITotal culls 
Early Ohio1.. . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . . ... 4 
Irish Cobb:er2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 7 
Early Rose1 . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • .. • . . • • 2 
Early Michigan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
67.6 80 .0 15 . 5 7 159 . 1r12 .8 26.0 4 47.3,73.9 36 . 1 11 86.9 110.5 21.4 
57 .5 72 . 1 21.0 11 152 . 1206. 6 27.5 11 35 . 6 68 . 4 47 . 5 22 99 .3 122.5 18.9 
45.8 71.6 36.1 3 103.7 168.8 38 . 5 2 18.9 46 .8 59.7 2 49.2 94.2 47 .8 
33 . 2 48.7 23.6 1 106 . 7195 . 2 45 . 3 1 13.9 47.4 70.8 1 42.8 86 . 8 50 . 5 Enormous . ... . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . .. 1 46.7 54.8 14 . 7 1 102.2 177.6 42 . 4 1 ''1. 7 38 .7 43.9 ..... . 
· ·· · · 
..... . . . . . Burbank . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. .. . .... 1 38.8 42 . 7 9.1 1 120 .5 163 .3 26.2 
······ 
.. . .. .. .. . . . ... 1 25.0'108.4 76 . 7 Rural New Yorker•.. . .. ..... . ... . . 10 26.8 48 .8 45.1 5 106.8 162 . 2 33.9 5 
G r een Mountain• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 6 24 . 0 39.8 39 . 7 3 137 . 2 172 . 6 20 . 5 4 
Dibbles Russet• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 30 . 1 55.7 46.0 2 133.4 182 . 6 27.6 1 
Triumph7. . .... .... .. . ... . . . . . . . . 4 36.9 48.1 22 . 6 8 75.6 137.4 45. 0 11 Spaulding Rose No. 4 8 • • •• ••• ••••• • 2 20 . 8 30.8 32 .8 1 103.7 168.8 38.5 1 
20th Century ...... . ....... . . . . .. . 45.2 52 .0 13.3 1 101.1 129 . 5 21.9 1 
Beauty of Hebron • . .. .... . . . .. ... . 19.8 56.3 64 . 9 4 36.5 79 . 1 54.9 3 
Russet Burbank . . . . . . . . .... . ... .. . 23.0 35.0 34.3 1 61.5 116.6 47.3 1 
American Giant . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..... . . .... 
·· · ·· 
. . .. . 2 83.2 124 . 1 33 .0 1 
Peachblow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 2 5 .8 27.2 78.5 2 28 . 2 77.5 63.5 
· ·· ··· Pink McCormick . . . .. . .. ... . . .... . 3 . 6 7.0 33 . 6 3 28.2 44.1 36.1 . .. . .. 
B anner .. . . .. . . . ..... . . ...... . ... . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 2 36.7 64 .9 44 .9 
White McCormick .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. 
···· · 
. . .. . 2 2 . 4 19.4 87.8 
1Early Ohio includes varieties received under the names, Early Six Weeks and Red River Ohio. 
'Irish Cobbler includes varieties under the names, Eureka, Early Petoskey and White Ohio . 
17 . 7 38.4 
31 .9 47 . 2 
6.7 28 . 7 
24.3 44 . 6 
11.6 27.1 
13 .5 30 .0 
28.0 62 .8 
17 .9 52.8 
5 . 2 20.0 
... . . . .. . . 
:::::1:: ::: 
•Early Rose includes varieties received under the names, Early Nor ther, Early Fortune and Early Vermont. 
53.9 2 65.6 
32.5 1 31.1 
76.7 1 20 . 7 
56.2 7 51.5 
57 .3 2 36 . 8 
54 . 9 1 68.3 
57.0 4 37.8 
66 . 2 1 20.1 
73.9 1 30.0 
'Rural New Yorker includes varieties received under the names, Sir Walter Raleigh , Prosperity, Million Dollar, Great Divide. 5Green Mountain includes yar1eties receiYed under the names, Norcross, Gold Coin, State of ~faine1 and Carmen No . 1. 
' Dibbles R usset inclUdes variet1es received under the name Late Petoskey. 
7Trmmph mciudes Qmck Lunch. 
•Spauldmg Rose No. 4 indudes Klng and Manistee. 
•Beauty of Hebron includes Boyee, New. Queen, Qw ck Crop. 
86.7 24.3 
74 . 4 58.4 
59.0 64.8 
81.6 36 . 9 
62.5 41.5 
84 . 0 18 . 7 
88.3 57.3 
76.2 73 .7 
44.6 32 . 6 
Average 
Bushels 
per acre 
No. 11Total 
{f) 
90.2119.3 til til 
86.1"117 .1 0 
54.6 95 .4 {f) 
49.1 94 . 5 
,., 
c 56.8 90.4 0 
48.5 84 . 4 .... til 
54 . 1 84 . 0 Ul 
55.1 83.5 < 48 . 0 81.5 
.... 
47 . 1 77 . 9 ,., ..., 
44.4 75.4 '"" 
57.0 73 . 9 >-< 
30.5 71.6 ~ .... 
30 . 6 70.1 Ul l!j 
39.5 62 .9 
: ~!:~ 1 : ~~:~ 1-Q 0 ,., > ,., 
0 
til 
Ul 
!.Jl 
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reason for the poor yield of the late varieties is apparent. Their period of 
tuber formation is delayed until the hot dry weather of summer, when 
both soil temperature and moisture conditions are unfavorable for growth 
and tuber formation in the Irish potato. Other varieties, as M·cCormick, 
Peachblow and Banner, usually considered late sorts, but which from the 
standpoint of their culture in Missouri are better classified as special "fall 
croppers", gave the poorest results of all when planted as a spring crop. 
It appears quite conclusive that of the present more common American 
varieties of potatoes the only ones worthy of planting in Missouri for the 
spring or "early crop", are Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler. The majority of 
potato growers in this State are now using these varieties. However, there 
are many, especially the smaller growers, who are planting other varieties 
and with unsatisfactory results. Nearly every seed house in Missouri now 
lists in its catalog a number of other varieties which are poorly adapted 
to this section. An example of the loss which may result from the use 
of unsuitable varieties is furnished by the recent experience of a group of 
farmers in a certain locality in Missoqri, who decided to grow potatoes 
extensively for the first time. The variety they happened to get was the 
Bliss Triumph, which has been found by this Experiment Station to be un-
suited to our climatic conditions. They planted over 100 acres of this 
variety, the crop was very poor and the commercial production of potatoes 
in that locality will not be tried again for some years. 
THE FALL CROP 
Varietal Tests.-Seed potatoes for this experiment were bought in 
March of each year and placed in cold storage until the latter part of June. 
The fall crop was planted about July 1, on land which had been broken in 
early spring and disked occasionally to keep it in good condition. For the 
first three years, the experiments were conducted on fairly fertile Knox 
silt loam soil, without manure or commercial fertilizer; the fourth year on 
rather poor Putnam silt loam, with an application; of 200 pounds per acre 
of high grade complete fertilizer. The seasonal conditions for the fall crop 
in .each of the four years were moderately favorable, about the. average for 
Central Missouri, July being hot and dry, with rains and more favorable 
growing conditions after August. In 1918, the plants remained green until 
the last of October; in the other three years, frosts sufficiently heavy to 
kill potato vines came early in that month. The crop was dug soon after 
the plants were killed. 
Results of the fall crop variety tests are shown in Table 2. Since not 
all of the varieties were included the first and last years, it is necessary to 
give three sets of averages, so that it is possible to rank the different var-
ieties approximately in the order of their yielding power. In most varie-
ties, a number of different lots or strains were planted, the averaged re-
sults for such strains are given in the table. 
An inspection of Table 2 shows a very different ranking of the varie-
ties from that found in the spring crop tests (Table 1). The two standard 
early varieties, Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler, are near the bottom of the 
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late crop list. On the other hand, varieties such as Real Irish, McCormick, 
Banner and Peachblow, which yielded very poorly when planted in the 
spring, rank high as fall varieties. These are characterized by extreme 
vigor of growth' and resistance to heat and drouth when grown as a fall 
crop. The group of standard late sorts, Green Mountain, Rural New York-
er, Russet Burbank, Dibble's Russet and White Pearl, which ar~ poor· pro-
ducers for the spring crop in this section, yield well in the fall. These 
standard sorts are to be recommended for fall crop planting in sections 
where t.he more or less local varieties mentioned above as "fall croppers" 
cannot be obtained. 
Besides the varieties listed in Table 2, a number of others have been 
tested one or more years for the fall crop. Among the most productive 
TABLE 2 -VARIETY TESTS WITH FALL CROP-PLANTED ]ULY 1 
Variety 
-----------
Rea! Irish ................. 
Enormous ................. 
Green Mountain ..... . ...... 
Spaulding Roae No.4 . ...... 
White McCormick .......... 
B 
p 
anner .............. .. ... . 
each blow ................. 
Dibbles Russett . . ......... . 
arly Rose .......... . ..... E 
w 
R 
lt 
E 
I 
B 
A 
T 
hite Pearl. . . .. ... ........ 
ural New Yorker .......... 
ussett Burbank .... .. .. • . . 
arly Ohio ..... . ........... 
rish Cobbler .............. . 
eauty of Hebron .... ... ... 
merican Giant ..... ..... · .. 
riumph ....... · ........... 
Total 
1918 
----
..... 
155.0 
127 . 0 
122.2 
154.8 
101 . 0 
97.1 
... .. 
92.1 
96.9 
113.2 
81.2 
129 .3. 
116.1 
48.2 
..... 
95.2 
yield bushels per 
1919 1920 
---- ----
203.0 245.8 
132.0 172.7 
133 . 2 188.4 
148.3 200.2 
168 .4 110.5 
150.0 153.1 
137.0 159.3 
186 .5 150.2 
100.1 154 . . ; 
133.0 107.8 
118.5 105.3 
144.3 119.1 
100 .8 87.5 
110.4 86.4 
105.2 127.8 
88.3 106,1 
87.4 72.0 
acre 
Average Average 
for 3 for 3 
years years 
1021 '18, '19 '19, '20, 
'20 '21 
---- ------
76.6 
····· 
175.1 
..... 153.2 . .... 
71.8 149.5 131.1 
..... 152.9 . .... 
05.0 144.6 114.6 
56.0 134.7 119,9 
49.1 131.1 115.1 
48.9 
····· 
128.5 
58.5 115.6 104.4 
64.1 112.6 101 . 6 
58.3 112 . 3 04.0 
45.4 114.7 102.9 
46.1 105.0 78.1 
45.0 104.3 80.6 
55.2 93.2 76.1 
49.0 ..... 81.1 
25.3 84.9 61.6 
Average 
for 4 
year 
period 
---
..... 
. .... 
130. 1 
. .... 
124.7 
115.2 
110.0 
· ·· ·· 
101.3 
100.4 
99.0 
97.5 
90.9 
80.5 
84.1 
..... 
70.0 
and vigorous are Netted Gem, Bug less, 
Cormick, Brown Beauty (Colorado), 
(Indiana), and Bonanza (Iowa). 
Rural Russet, Democrat, Pink Me-
Hoosier (Virginia), Bull Moose 
The poor yield of Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler grown here as a fall 
crop indicates the inadvisability of growing them at this season, except 
with the special view of producing potatoes for seed purposes for the spring 
crop of the following year. These varieties,. when grown in fall, tend to 
produce a large number of small tubers. The advisability of using such 
potatoes for spring planting under Missouri conditions is discussed latet 
in this bulletin. 
Limiting Factors in Fall Orop Potato Production.-The experimental 
work here indicates that three factors are likely to be important in the pro-
duction of a fall crop: (1) keeping seed dormant; ~(2) securing a full stand; 
(3) control of disease. 
Keeping Seed Dormant.-The difficulty in . holding seed potatoes in 
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sound dormant condition from March until planting time the latter part of 
June has been satisfactorily overcome by placing the potatoes in cold 
storage in M·arch. Storage at 30° to 32°F. for short periods does not in-
jure potatoes if they are dormant, but for prolonged storage the tempera-
ture should be around 36°F. 
An experiment on various methods of holding seed for the fall crop 
planting ~as conducted in 1919, mostly with the Early Ohio and .Irish 
Cobbler varieties. The seed was stored in one-bushel lots under the dif-
ferent conditions shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3.-METHODS OF STORING ~EED POTATOES FOR FALL CROP, 1919. 
Kind of Storage Percent Yield, busbels per !Lcre 
Kind of Seed Nov. to March March to July Stand Calculated Calculated 
on 100% on actual 
Stand Stand 
---------- ------- --------- -----
EARLY OHIO 
Northern grown .... .... ........ Cold storage, 35 ° F; 90.0 72.8 65.5 
Northern grown ..... .. . ...... ... . Cold storage, 4'0 ° F. 96.0 79.2 76 . 0 
Northern grown ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cellar 83.0 49' 1 40 . 8 
Northern grown (sma Jl whcle tubers ) Green sprouted 92.1 65.9 50 . 7 
---------- --'----- --------- ----- ----- -----
Fall home-grown .... Cold storage Cold storage 76.3 80.8 61.8 
Fall home-grown ... . Cellar Cellar 40.0 64.1 25.6 
Fall home-grown ... : Cellar Cold storage 58.3 118.8 69.3 
Fall home-grown, .... Outdoor pit Cold storage 38.3 95.0 36.4 
------------------------ --------- -----
IRISH COBBLER 
Northern grown . . ... ...... . ...... Cold storage 97 . 3 79.0 76.9 
Northern grown . . . .. . ... . ..... . . . Green sprouted 63.3 61.4 38 . 9 
----------
-------------- ----- ----- -----
Fall home-grown . . , . Cold storage Cold storage 83.3 55.3 46.1 
Fall home-grown ... , Cellar Cellar 25.0 53.9 13.5 
Fall home-grown .... Cellar Cold storage 96.6 62.9 60.7 
Fall home-grown . ... Outdoor pit. Cold storage 75.0 57.2 43.1 
----------
------ --------- ----------
----
WHITE McCORMIC X 
Fall home-grown .. .. Cold storage Cold storage 96.4 101.4 98.1 
The results .indicate that northern grown seed, bought in March, may 
be held fairly satisfactorily in an ordinary cool cellar until planting time, 
about July 1. However, the r,esults are much better when such seed are 
held over this period, in cold storage at· a temperature of 32° to 45°F. In 
the case of fall-home-grown seed of Irish Cobbler and Early Ohio, the 
best results were secured from the lot held in the cellar over winter aud 
transferred to cold storage in March. The next .best method seems to be 
continuous cold storage from the time of fall digging until planting time 
the following July. The two lots held by the green-sprouting method 
gave variable results. The green-sprouted Early Ohios planted as small 
whole tubers gave a high percent .staud and a relatively good yield, but 
the sprouted Irish Cobblers, planted as cut seed, gave a poor stand and a 
low yield. 
Whatever the method of winter storage used, it seems that the best 
~ l ·. l · . ll ~Tt ' l>ll ·:,; \\I I'll ll, lo; ll l'lt'l' .\ 1'() 1·.,; 
wa~· to I to ld se ed ioo r til <· la tl' l'i'"i' is t oo tol an· i11 <' •ol d SltJr ,lg t' 11 h ilt- , I il l 
d ot r n ta ltt in ear l.1· s pr in g. :-;, .,. d pu l;ttotes s lll >t tl d \l ,· h l' ld a t a tc·tn pnat ure 
'l'lt ne is '"~'~ ' Iilii.. sprot tlill g IH·IIII'l ' tt t lwse ;tl )()l (' :;!l 0 IJ 11t Ill· Ito \\ ·l.·,o 1: . 
t l' ltl\• cra tur l's a nd th e t u l>cr s 
,..,·, ., uri11 .<1 a Fu ll .\' i<~llrl. 
r <· ttt a in in p lt lt ttp. " "l ttd co ttd it illll. 
l 'n>h;dol .' l> ll l' slll otd d IH'\l' r ' '' l" <t :" \11'1' \tT I a 
ntand itt \It ' fa ll l'l' <>\1 :Is itt tlt l' spri11 g , l><·cat tst' oi lil t· 1\lt l:ttOI :thk co nd i-
tion s us ua ll y pr <·,·ai lin g. It lt as ht·<' tt io ttnd. l!t tll<' l('\', th a t ttt••s l , ,f til l' 
1a ri d ics tes te d w ill tttak c :1 s la ttd u f 7.-, to !t .-, \ll'r<·<·lt l if tit <' soi l is in g <> <HI 
l'() ttdit tO tl. Sl'\ l'ra l l l' s ls ha1·e s lt toll'n ilt :tt ,, prottlitt g is g<·ttt •r al ly s lt>ll' l' r a ttd 
th e p l' r l'c nta gc of :t full s t:tnd is le ss Ott soil fro nt w lti ,·h :tt t <'a ll y Yegc l:thle 
c ro p has iJ l'l' \1 r<· ttt oiT< I. pro l>a hly h<·cau s l' " f th l' d .. lic i!' n ,. ,. o f nt o is tttr l' in 
~uc lt soil. S ntall . w iHol c tn h .. rs fn r s <·ed !ta ll· g ill·tt hct t,·r s t:tttd , titan cu t 
Fig. 2.- l•::ul y Ohio \ 'ari t: ty. On lr ft, from fall h o nl r · f,;t lo W TI ~(t ' cl . O u 1i..: ht , sp ri u ~ hvm c-
l{ ruw u st·rt l. Juta~ 19, 19 1'). 
s ec t! pi eces for tlt e fa ll crop, hut \hi s ty pe of s c<·d is not usuall y a va ilab le 
t tnl ess th e g ro w er has th e pro du c t o f :1 fa ll cro p fr o tn th e prece din g yea r. 
Th e da ta in T a ble :1 on th e ciTl'c t o f 1·ario ns me th ods of see d s to rag' on 
th pe rce ttt o f s tand a rc f interes t itt thi s ·o n1t cc t ion. 
J).i.J·ca.sr• ( 'o ul ro l. Tit is fa ctor mn st no t Ill' OVl·rl ook ed if lll·s t result s :trc 
to he o btained fr o tn th e fa ll cro p. 'l'h c l·:a r ly llli g ht di , ea>c. which is , c l-
do m o f g reat impo rt a nl·c o n th l' sprin g cro p in Mi ssonr i. i, very in j urio us 
t o th e fa ll c ro p. :'\o a ttentp l to co ntru l thi s o r an y o th e r di sca ' e 0 11 th e 
fa ll .:ro p has h l'r n ntad c in th sc ex pc ri n ll' nl s It nee t he plant s o f the 
earli e r a nd mo re s usceptible varic t ics ha ve di e d eac h year lo ng- he f11 r c fr os t 
cam e. Th e late and fal l cro p var ieti es :tre more r cs i, tant. hut they a rc 
injured to th e ex te nt th a t co ntro l o f th l•:a rl y ll li g ht s ho tdd he nr n li t-
able. Sp ray in g thr ee o r fo ur tim es w ith ho rd l'a tt x mi x ture has bee n reco m-
m ended "' fo r th e co ntro l of J·:a r ly R li g ht 0 11 the la te po ta to ·r p. 
*Wi scons in E x pe rim e nt S tati o n Resta rch U ull e tin 42, 19 17. 
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STRAIN TESTS 
Differences Within the Variety.-It has been known for several years 
that some lots of seed are more productive than others of the same variety. 
This Experiment Station reported a test in 1891 t showing a difference 
in yield between three lots of potatoes of the same variety obtained from 
different northern states. Ho.wever, extensive experiments to determine 
the range of vigor and productivity existing betweei1 different healtl• :y 
strains within a given variety of potato· have not hitherto been reported.:j: 
It is convenient to speak of different lots of seed of one variety as "strains'' 
though in most cases no morphological differences can be observed. The 
difference between high and low yielding strains has been attributed by 
some to "place effects", in other words, the influence of the particularly 
favorable or unfavorable conditions under which the seed crop was grown. 
Other factors also may exert an influence on the productivity and vigor of 
any given strain. Thus the amount of disease present, especially such dis-
eases as Mosaic, Curly Dwarf, and Leafroll which are transmitted through 
the seed tubers, influences the performance of any given lot or strain of 
potatoes. The amount of selection done to eliminate weak, degenerate or 
diseased individuals from the seed potato field, must likewise have an in-
fluence on the average vigor and yield. 
In the present Irish potato work at this Experiment Station, a number 
of strains of each of the leading varieties have been grown. After 
the first year's work, most attention along this line was directed to the 
Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler, since it was apparent that these were the 
varieties worthy of further investigation, from the standpoint of the Mis-
souri grower of early potatoes. 
Sources of Strain.s.-The different lots or strains of seed were secured 
from growers in northern and western states who are making a specialty 
Qf seed potato production, from mail order see.d houses, from the United 
States Department of Agriculture and from northern experiment stati01is 
which are working on potato development. Unfortunately, since all of 
the different strains could not be secured fron1 the" same respective sources 
each year, it is not possible to trace with accuracy the relative performance 
of each strain from year to year. 
Experimental Results.-The results of the strain tests with the . Irish 
Cobbler are presented-in Table 4, Early Ohio in Table 5 and Bliss Triumph 
in Table 6. The strains of each variety grown each year are classified ac-
cording to the source and nature of the seed as follows: (1) Seedman's 
stock from commercial seed houses, which generally secure their stock 
by contracting with one or more growers in northern sections; (2) seed 
grower's stock, which was secured direct from the grower arid includes 
seed grown in various northern states as a late or main crop; (3) seed 
grown under dry land conditions in western sections; and ( 4) seed grown 
tMissouri Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 15, 1891. 
:!:Two recent publications, La. Exp. Sta. Bul. 181 and Minn. Exp. Sta. Bul. 197, show 
the rapid degeneration' of strains of potatoes infected with the Mosaic disease. This dis· 
ease has apparently been a serious factor only in the Bliss Triumph variety here. 
SEED STUDIES \VITH IRISH PoTATOES 
TABLE 4.-STRAIN TESTS WITH IRISH COBBLER (SPRING CROP) 
Source and description 
---------------------
1918 
Door County, Wis., Seedman's stock ... .. ... . . 
P <toskey, Mich., Seedsman's stock ............ 
Philadelphia, Pa., Secdsn an (Eureka) . . ... . .. 
P etoskey, Mich., Secdsman (Early Petoshy) ... 
Houlton, Me., Seed grower's stock . .. ... . ..... 
Chadron, Ncb., Seed growcr.'s stock (dry-land 
seed) .... .... . .. . . ... ...... . . .. . ....... 
Onley, Va., Seed grower 's stock (fall crop seed) 
Average . .. . . . ... .. .. . .... . . .. ..... .. ...... 
---------------------
1919 
Petoskey, Mich ., Scedsm11n's stock . . . .. . . . . . .. 
Pewskey, Mich., (Early P etoskey) .. .. .. . .. . .. 
Oneida Co., Wis., Seedsman's stock . . . .. . . .. .. 
Frostburg, Md., Seed grower 's stock . . . .. ..... 
Spooner, Wis .. Seed grower's stock ... ... . .. ... 
Mt. Forrest, Ont. , Seed grower's stock .. .... .. 
Fishers, N.Y., (Whit e Ohio) .. . . . . . ... .. ... . . 
Fishers, N.Y., Seed grower's stock . . . . ..... . 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land seed) .. 
Chadron, Neb., Growcr's st,ock (dry land sc.:d). 
Onley, Va., Grower's stock (fall crop seed) .. . .. 
Bridgeton, N.J. , Grow<r's atock (fall c.rop scHd) 
---------------------
Average .... .. ... . ... . . . . ..... . .... . . .. . . .. 
1920 
P etoskey, Mich., Seedsman's stock . .. . ... . .... 
P etoskey, Mich., Scedsman (Early Pctoskc•y) .. 
Oneida Co., Wis ., Seedsman's stock .. . . .. .. ... 
Frostburg, Md., Seed grower's stock ..... .. . .. 
Fishers , N . Y ., Seed gr ower (Eun•ka) .' ... . . . . . 
Fishers, N.Y., Seed grower's stock ....... . . . . 
Presque Isle• Me., Seed grower's stock . .. . .... 
K imball, Ncb., Growers stock (dry llmd seed) .. 
Kimb a ll, Ncb., Grower's stoc:k (dry land seed). 
Kimball, Neb ., Growers stock (irrigated seed) .. 
Onley, Va., Growers stock (fall crop seed) . .... 
---------------------
Average .... . ... .. ..... . ... .. . .... .. . . .... . 
1921 
Petoskey, Mich., Seedman's stook . .. . . ....... 
P etoskey, Mioh., Seedsrnan's stock (Early 
Petoskey) .... .. . ...... . .... . .... .... . .. . 
Frostburg, Md., Grower's stock .............. 
Fishers, N . Y., Grower's stock (Eureka) ....... 
Fishers, N.Y., Grower's stock (White Ohio) . . . 
Fishers, N.Y., Grower 's stock .. .. . . . . . . ... .. . 
. Spooner, Wis ., Grower's stock .. ..... . . , ... . .. 
Mt. Forrest, Ont., Grower's stock ..... ... ... . 
Grand Rapids, Minn., Grower's stock ... : ....... 
Grand Rapids, Minn., selected increase seed .. . 
Bushels per acre 
No. 1 Culls T otal 
-------- ----
37.4 8.6 46.0 
88 . 6 16.4 105.0 
42.7 30 . 8 73.5 
78.4 11. 1 89.5 
31.8 10 .2 42.0 
57.5 14. 9 69 . 5 
68.0 10.4 79.0 
---- ---- - ---
57.5 14.9 72 . 1 
- - -- ---- ----
12(i. 0 85 .0 211.0 
245.9 59 . 2 305.1 
140.2 37.0 18:!.2 
171. I 57 .6 228.7 
125.5 49.0 174.5 
148 .9 Oti . O 214.!1 
2Hi . !l 29.4 240.0 
91.1 39.9 131.0 
148 .U 6!!. 6 212·.2 
10!1.0 51.2 158 . 1 
207.2 55.8 26:! . 0 
!51. 3 :!5 .7 187.0 
- --- ---- ----
154 .9 54.7 200.0 
---- --~-- ----
39.2 22 . 8 fi2.0 
48.4 28.7 77.1 
3fl.8 2(),4 S4.3 
42.4 3/L 0 77 . 4 
22.1 29.5 51.!1 
36.8 21.0 57 . 8 
33.3 :!8.4 71.7 
38.7 50.4 81J.1 
20.8 48.2 fl9 .0 
37 . 7 31.8 60.5 
38.5 34.6 73.1 
-------- ----
35.6 32.8 68. 4 
------- - - --
102.9 19.2 122. 1 
78.5 31.0 109. 5 
111 .0 18 .0 129 .0 
93 . 7 20 . 7 114 . 6 
88.6 27 . 4 116.0 
114 .1 24.7 138.8 
97 .0 21.8 118 . 8 
113.7 23.3 137 . 0 
93 : 0 24.4 117.4 
122 .6 17.0 139.6 
Percent 
culls 
----
18.8 
15.6 
42 .0 
12.4 
24.3 
21.0 
13.1 
- ---
21.0 
----
40.3 
19.4 
20.2 
25 :2 
28.2 
:lO. 7 
16.0 
30 .5 
ao .o 
:l2.4 
21.2 
10 .1 
- ---
21.0 
----
3G.8 
:l7.2 
37.6 
45.2 . 
57.1 
36 .3 
53. 7 
57.0 
fl9 .8 
45 .8 
46.4 
----
47. 5 
----
,15. 7 
28.2 
13 .9 
18 .0 
23 . 6 
17.8 
18.3 
17 . 0 
20.7 
12 .2 
11 
Percent 
of best 
strain 
(No. 1 
grade) 
----
42.2 
100.0 
48.2 
88.5 
35.9 
64.0 
77 .5 
51.2 
!00 .0 
50.4 
60 . 5 
51.0 
60.5 
88.0 
37.0 
00.4 
43.3 
84.4 
61.5 
81.0 
100.0 
70 . 1 
87.!1 
45.7 
76. 1 
68.7 
80.0 
42.2 
78.0 
79 .5 
83.8 
64. 0· 
90. 6 
76.5· 
72 .3 
93.0• 
79.1 
92.6· 
75 .8 
100 .0 
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TABLE 4 -'3TRA.IN TEsTs WITH IRISH CoBBLER (SPRING CRoP)-CoNT. 
Bushels per acre 
Source and description 
No. l Culls Total 
------------------
---
---------
Ft. Ripley, Minn., Gr<·wers' stock . . ..... . .. . . 90 .8 34.9 125 . 7 
Princeton, Minn., Growers' stock .......... . .. 97.9 24.7 122.6 
Glyndon, Minn., Grower's stock ...... .. ... . .. 112.9 20.1 133.0 
Presque Isle, Me., Grower's stock ...... . . ..... 84.3 24.8 109 . 1 
Presque Isle, Me., Grower's stock . .... .... ... . 99.8 21 . 2 121.0 
Antigo, Wis., Grower's stock ... . . ... . . . . . .. .. 90.0 18.0 108.0 
Hiles, Wis., Grower's stock . . ................ 114 . 9 14 .4 129.3 
Hiles, Wis., Grower's stock . . . ............... 117 .8 21.7 139.5 
Chadron, Neb. , Grower's stock (dry land seed) 105.5 22 . 7 128.2 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land seed) 71 . 7 39.1 110.8 
Center,. Colo., Grower's stock (dry land seed) . 108 . 4 24.4 132 .8 
Onley, Va. Grower's stock (fall crop seed) . . .. 74.6 17 .4 92.0 
----------
Average ... . . . ..... . .. . .... . . ... . . ... . .. . .. 99.3 23 . 2 122.5 
' 
Percent 
culls 
----
27.0 
20 .2 
15.1 
22.7 
17.5 
16 . 7 
11 . 1 
15 .5 
17 . 7 
35.2 
18 . 4 
19.0 
---
18.9 
Percent 
of best 
strain 
(No. 1 
grade) 
----
74.1 
79.9 
92.0 
68.8 
81.5 
73.3 
93.6 
96.0 
85.8 
58.4 
88.3 
60 .9 
---
... .. .. · .. · 
as a second or fall crop in some of the central eastern states. This classi-
fication does not indicate the superiority of any one group; it simply fa-
cilitates the study of the results, and indicates the variability which may 
be expected, even within such groups in a single variety. 
Irish C obbler.-In 1918, the total yield varied within this variety from 
46 to 105 bushels per acre; in 1919, from 131 to 305 bushels; in 1920, from 
51.6 to 89.1 bushels; in 1921, from · 92 to 139.6 bushels. There was, each 
year, as. much variation within the variety as might be expected between 
different varieties. Yet all of the strains were practically identical in ex-
ternal appearance and varietal characteristics. The plants of course varied 
somewhat in size and . vigor yet the confor·mity to the Irish Cobbler type 
was close in practically all cases. 
Comparing the different strains on another basis, the percentage of No. 
1 potatoes produced by each strain as compared to the best strain for 
that year, the variation is even more striking than is indicated by the com-
parison of total yields. Thus in 1918, the poorest strain produced only 
35.9 percent as many bushels of No. 1 potatoes as the best strain; in 1919, 
37.0 percent; in 1920, 42.2 percent, in 1921, 60.9 percent. That the poorer 
strains produce a higher percentage of culls is shown in a general way by 
every year's results. 
It is interesting to note that the strain producing the highest yield of 
No. 1 potatoes in 1918, 1919 and 1920 was secured from the same source, 
Petoskey, Michigan. The strain from Fishers, New York, producing the 
lowest yield in 1919 also ranked near the bottom in 1920, but ranked above 
the average in 1921. However, it is not known in either of the above cases 
whether the seed received from the respective places was actually from the 
same stock each year. The highest yield in 1921 was produced by a strain 
from the North Central Experiment Station, Grand Rapids, Minnesota;· 
this strain having been carefully selected for two. years. 
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Results with strains of Irish Cobbler seed grown under western dry-
land conditions have been variable. The one strain grown in 1918 ranked 
medium. Of the two strains grown in 1919, one was above the average in 
total yield and one was considerably below. Of the three strains grown in 
1920, one was the highest y ielding for that year, the others were some-
what below the average. Of the three strains grown in 1921, two ranked 
near the top and one .n ear the bottom. E vidently both strong and weak 
strains are being grown in the western districts. 
TABLE 5 .- STRAIN TESTS WITH EARLY OHIO (SPRING CROP) . 
B ushels per acre 
Source and des<~ription 
N o. 1 
1918 
Petoskey, Mich., Sccdsman's stock .... .... . ... 81 .3 
Pullman, Wash., Grower's stock . .. , ..... .. .. . 47.0 
Greeley, Colo., Grower's st ork .. ........ . ' ... 76 . 0 
Alliance, Neb., Grower's dry-land seed ........ 67. 6 
Average for the year . . ........... . . . . . . . .. . . 07 .6 
1919 
Petoskey, Mich., Soedsman's stock .......... .. 186.6 
Madison, Wis., Secdsman 's stock .... ........ . 201 .7 
Madison, Wis., See,dsman's Red River Ohio. 62.7 
Presque Isle, Me., Grower's stock . ........ . . · .. 87 .7 
Fishers, N.Y., Grower 's stock . . ... ....... . .. . 164 . 1 
Greeley, Colo., Grower 's stock (irrignted seed) . 178.8 
Kimball, Neb., Grower 's dry land seed . . .... . . 131.9 
Average for tho year. . . .. .. ... . .... . . .. . .... 159. 1 
19ll0 
Petoskey, Mich., Seedsman'a stock ... ... . . . .. . 
Madison, Wis., Soedsman's stock ..... . . ...... . 
Presque Isle, M e. , Gfowcr's stock .... ........ . 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's dry-land seed ... .... . 
46 .3 
49 .7 
36.0 
55.3 
Average for the year.. . . . .. . ... . ...... . ..... 47.3 
Culls 
11.7 
11.3 
18.4 
7.9 
12.4 
46.4 
54.3 
55.4 
48.3 
45.0 
07.2 
59.6 
53 .7 
22 .8 
29.3 
20.8 
33 .7 
26.6 
Total 
93.0 
58.3 
95.0 
73.8 
80 .0 
233.0 
256 .0 
218. 1 
136 .0 
209. 1 
246.0 
191. 5 
212 .8 
69.1 
79.0 
56.8 
89 . 0 
73 .9 
I I Prrcont culls 
12.6 
19.4 
19 .4 
10 . 4 
15.5 
19 .9 
21.2 
25.4 
35. 5 
21.5 
27.3 
31.1 
26. 0 
33.0 
37.1 
36.7 
37 .8 
36. 1 
P ercent 
of best 
strain 
(No. 1 
grade) 
100.0 
57.7 
94.3 
83.1 
92.5 
100.0 
80.8 
43.5 
81.3 
83 . 7 
65.5 
83 . 7 
90.0 
6,';,1 
100.0 
-------------------- ---- ---- _ __:, __ ---- ----
Ulll 
P etoskey, M'ch., Seedsman's stock .... .. .. . ... 77.6 32.0 109.6 27 .5 75.5 
Madison, Wis., Seedsman's stock (Red River 
Ohio) ... . .......... . .. ... .... . ........ . . 75.9 21.2 97. 1 21.7 73.8 
Spooner, Wis., Grower 's stock (Sheldon strain) 102 .7 22.3 125.0 17 .9 100.0 
Presque Isle.'M3., Grower's stock .... . . . . . . . . 36.2 28.9 65 . 1 44 .4 34.0 
Rhinelander, Wis., Grower 's stock ... . . .. . . .. . 101.3 29 .3 130.6 22.4 98.5 
Fishers, N.Y., Grower's stock ..... ... ... . . .. 85.7 17.2 102.9 16 .7 83.5 
Grand Rapids, Minn., Grower's stock . . ... , ... 82.4 23.4 105. 8 22.2 80.2 
Hawley, Minn., Grower's stock .. . . . ... .... . .. 90 . 1 20.2 11.1. 2 18.1 87.7 
Glyndon, Minn., Grower's s\ock . .. . . . . . . .. .. . 82 .1 26.5 108.6 24.4 80.0 
Rawley, Mi'ln., Grower's st ock . . .. . . .. . ...... 87 .3 14. 4 101.7 14.2 85.0 
Rushville, Neb., Grower's stock (dry-land seed) 83 .2 29.7 112.9 26.3 81.0 
----
---- ---- -------
Average for the year .. . . ...... ........... . .. 86 .9 23 .6 110.5 21.4 
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The limited number of strains from fall crop seed, grown in New 
Jersey and Virginia, produced above the average in 1918, 1919, and l 920, 
but the only strain of this class tested in 1921 dropped to the bottom of 
the list. As shown later, the season of 1921 was for some reason quite 
unfavorable for this ·class of seed. 
Early Ohio.-Though fewer strains of thi s variety were tested than 
T ABLE 6.-STRAIN TESTS WITH BLISS TRIUMPH VARIETY. 
Bushels per acre 
Source and description 
No.1 Culls Total 
1918 
Wisconsin, Seedsman's stock . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . 45.7 20.7 66.4 
Spooner, Wis"' Grower's stock .. . . ... . .. . . .. .. 27 . 4 7 . 6 35.0 
Three Lakes, Wis., Grower's stock ..... . .. . .. . 26.2 6.8 33. 0 
Grand Rapids, Minn., Grower's stock . . . . . . . .. 48 . 4 9.8 58.2 
Average for 1918 . ............... .... ....... 3&.9 11.2 48.1 
1919 
Wisconsin, Seedsman's stock .. ... .. ... . .... 113.6 76 . 8 190 .4 
New York, Seedsman's stock (Quick Lunch) .. 75 . 8 36 . 2 112.0 
Almena, Wis" Grower's stock .... .. ..... . . . . . 33.9 58.9 92.8 
Presque Isle, Me., Grower's stock ... ..... ... . . 66 . 9 73.2 140.1 
Bushnell, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land seed) 164.0 55 . 6 219.6 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land seed) 119.7 52.8 172.5 
G reeley, Colo., Grower's stock (dry land seed). 31.3 69.0 100.3 
Greeley, Colo., G rower's stock (irrigated seed) 57.4 33.2 70 . 6 
P ercent 
of culls 
31.2 
21.8 
20.5 
16.9 
22.6 
40 . 3 
32.2 
63.5 
52.2 
25.3 
30.6 
68 . 8 
47.1 
-----·-------·----·---- -------- ---- - ---
Average for 1919 .: . . .. .. . ... .. . . . . ... .. ... . 
1920 
Spooner, Wis. , Grower's stock . . .. . .. .. . . . ... . 
Almena , Wie" Grower's stock .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . 
Madison, Wis., Grower's stock .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . 
Grand Rapids, Minn., Grower's stock . . . . . . .. . 
Presque I sle, Me., Grower's stock . . .. . ... . . . . . 
Alliance, Neb., Grower's stock (dry-land seed) . . 
Bushnell, Neb ., Grower's stock (dry -land seed) 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's stock (dry-land seed) .. 
Morrill , Neb., Grower's stock (irrigated seed) .. 
Kimball, Neb ., Grower's sto?k (irrigated seed) 
Average for 1920 .. .. . .. .. . . ... .. .... . ... .. . 
1921 
Spooner, Wis., Grower's stock . .. .... . .... . .. . 
Spooner , Wis., Grower's stock (Smith strain) . . 
Grand Rapids, M inn., Grower's stock .. .... .. . 
Marsland, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land sPed) 
Bushnell, Neb ., Grower's dry land seed (Forsling 
strain) . . . . ... . . . .. ... .. . . .... . . . . . .. . . .. . 
Eastonville, Colo., Grower's (dry land seed) .. 
Kimball, Neb., Grower's stock (dry land seed) 
Average for 1921 .... . . . ... .. .... ... . .. . .. . . 
75 . 6 
----
6.6 
6.6 
23 . 7 
19.6 
9.4 
26.3 
34 . 1 
25.2 
20.4 
31 . 0 
-----
19.5 
----
41.2 
54 . 1 
51.2 
30.3 
65.2 
63.5 
54 . 6 
----
51.5 
61 .8 157.4 45.0 
---- ----
----
28.7 35 . 3 81.4 
32.0 38.6 83.0 
24.8 48.5 51 .2 
26 . 7 40.3 57.6 
23.7 33 . 1 71.7 
25.9 52.2 49.7 
22 . 4 56.5 39.4 
27.7 52.9 52 . 2 
18.2 38.7 47.2 
18.7 49 . 7 37.6 
-------
25.1 44.6 56.2 
---- ---- - ---
32 . 6 73.8 44 .. 2 
28.3 82.4 34.3 
32.2 83.4 38.7 
17 . 5 47 .8 36 . 6 
34.4 99.6 34.5 
43.0 106.5 40 .4: 
23.3 77.9 29.9 
-------- ----
30. 1 81.6 36.9 
Percent 
of best 
strain 
(No.1 
grade) 
94.4 
56.6 
54.1 
100 .0 
69 . 3 
40.2 
20. 7 
40.8 
100.0 
73 . I 
19 . 1 
35.0 
19.4 
19 .4 
69.5 
57.5 
27.5 
77 . 1 
100 .0 
73 . 9 
59.8 
91.0 
----
. 63.2 
83.0 
78.5 
46.5 
100 . 0 
97.4 
83.8 
----
:-;1·.1·. 1> :-;TI Il ll ·::-; \\JJ ' II ltn :-i ll 1'11 '1.\J'fll ·::-; 
o i til<· l ri , ll ('tolol ol ,·r , n earl y as g r t. ll \ ari :tl1ilit .\' was found . 'l'l llh. till' 
ttot:d yie ld in l>u s h, -1, pl'r ac r(' 11 1 l !ll li 1·arie·d frolll .-.~.:1 t" !J :. : in 1!11 !1 . i r1111l 
t:it i to :~:,li : 111 ! ! l :~ ll iro111 :.li .H tn H!l ; in 1 !1 :~ 1 . fnllll li.i. l to t:HI .Ii. Til e , ar -
itol\ s s traill s o f thi s 1·ari e ty l' llllf<> r liH ' tl to till' ,;,ril'! :d l .\Jil' cl"" ·ly , thtou g ll 
\·aryi11 g in \ ig tor and prl)f lu c ti ,·it y. 
Ctoll lp :lrin g til e· r il'ld of '\ n. I p~otat o ~ s .,f .. ,,,-1, st r: Ji ll tto t ile l ~t· s t s train 
fo r t·ach \ ' l'a r " ' :1 s ta11dard, th ,· <ari :llioii 1s ag:1in it>IIIId t tl he · wid •· : !Iii", 
i11 J !J I .~ . til e JH><>r,·s t s t r:1i11 l"'"du,·cd o n l_, . .-.;./ perc""' :Is Ill :lnv lliJSIIt·ls ,f 
i\ o. I ~~ ~·ta l < n.'~ ;1:-. 11i t· ht: st ~ l r j Jii J ; in 1\11 ~ 1 , M1:: .. -, JH ' I" Ct'lll: in 1 ~ 1 :! 11 , ;-L-1. \ pcr -
<' <·llt; iII I !J ;: I, ;; 1.11 Jll'r l' l' ll l. 
'I'll,· s t r:Jill Joroodll<' ill g thl' lii g lll·s l lto t:d y it·l.l Ill l!li H " '" ' a lso 11e·ar JIH· 
( !O J> i11 1!11 !1 ; thi s s tr :1in (ir11111 Crl' ~ k _\ ' , l '" l" radoo) w;I, ""t g ro \1' \l tl"· Lts t 
t\\u ,, ·ar ..... 'l'h t· ... !r;titt fr111 11 1\t •,..., J...: l'.\ , \ li t · l. i .L~: tl l , \\ I it II pr o d i\C t ll t 1l l ' 111u ~ l 
F iJ..: .. L \ ar ia ti 11 11 in y ield 11f r\ o. I pul a l flt 'S f rom 100 hil b e ~t \.:' h of th n •t• difTt' rt' nl slr:tin :.; 
of l ri <h Coh ld t'l' . ju ly 20, 191 1. 
'\o. 1 po ta toes in I!II K. wa s ne xt'" th e bes t in 1!11 \l and l !l ~O and ahout a \·-
e rag c in I!J2 1. Th P s tra in n f Earl y () h io whi ·II y ie ld ed th e mos t 1\o. 1 
po tatoes in I!J t!l. wa s se em ed fr o m a s •eds man at Madi s on, \ Viscon s in, but 
see d o f thi s vari e ty fr o m th e sa m e sce d , n1 cn in I!J20 pro du crd onl y ;I littl e 
a bove a,·e rage. A no th e r IPI und er ll::tin e o f Red Ri1·e r O hi o, sec ured fr om 
lhi s see cl s ma11 in 102 1, wa s th e 11 ex t to th e poorest o f th e .,, s tra in s teste d 
th <1 1· yea r. The lo t from Presque ls lt·, Main e, wa s th e poo res t i11 a ll thr ee 
of th e ye<~ r s it wa s g row n. 
Hes ult s with s tra in s of Ear ly O hi" from we s te rn sec tio ns arc r a th er 
fnvo ra bl e . Th e lo t fro111 Grc Icy . Co in raclo. was th e hi g hes t y ie ldi ng o f th e 
fo ur g row n in 1018 and tht dry - la nd sc~d fro m Kimball, :\'c hraska, ra nked 
nex t. In 1919. irriga ted see d fr om Grc,· l •y , Colo .. w;,s nca r t he to p, whil e 
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N" ebraska dry-land seed was somewhat below medium. In 1920, a different 
lot of dry-land Nebraska seed was the highest yielding of the four strains 
tested, and in 1921 the only strain of dry-land seed in the experiments 
yielded about the average. The relatively poor showing of dry-land as 
compared to irrigated seed in 191~ and 1919 should not be taken to indicate 
any general superiority of irrigated over dry-land seed since experiments 
in Nebraska and Colorado have shown the superiority of dry-land seed in 
those states. In our experiments here, the great difference in inherent vigor 
between the different strains has probably masked the small difference aris-
ing from. the fact that the seed was grown under irrigated or dry land con-
ditions. 
Bliss Triumph.-There was a wider range of results with this variety 
than in either of those mentioned above. Though. most of the strains made 
characteristically weak growth and produced poor yields, one or two strains 
of western dry land seed, made strong growth and produced good yields. 
It seems that weak are far more numerous than strong strains in this 
variety; consequently the chances of the average grower securing seed of 
a strong strain are slight. Furthermore, even the few exceptionally strong 
strains of Bliss Triumph which appeared in these experiments did not sur-
pass the average for Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler. 
In 1918, the total yield of Bliss Triumph varied from 3:3 to 66.4 bushels 
per acre; in 1919, from 70.6 to 219.6; in 1920 from 33.1 to 56.5; in 1921, from 
47.8 to 106.5. The poorest -strain in 1918 produced only 54.1 percent as 
many No. 1 potatoes as the best strain; in 1919, 19.1 percent; in 1920, 19.4 
percent; in 1921, 46.5 percent. The highest yielding strain in 1919, 1920 
and 1921 was dry-land seed from Bushnell, Nebraska (Forsling Strain). 
Some of the other dry-land strains ranked near the top of the list and a 
few gave only average or poor results. 
General Conclusions on Strain Tests.-It is evident that there is a wide 
range in productivity and vigor between different lots or strains within 
the leading varieties. It is further evident that no fixed rule can be set 
from which to predict the performance of strains from any particular sec-
tion or any particular source of supply. The difference in results between 
a strain which is .. of only average productivity and one which ranks near 
the maximum for the variety, is sufficient to make it well worth while for 
the grower to make every effort to secure the best strain available. It 
may be said of the Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler varieties, that of those 
strains test~d which were certified seed from the states of Michigan, Wis-
consin, Minnesota and Nebraska the yields were average or above in most 
cases but not all. Some strong strains have been received from seedsmen 
and some weak strains from seed growers. However, on the whole, it 
appears at present that perhaps the safest procedure for the small grower 
in Missouri is to secure his seed direct from a grower of certified seed in 
one of the above mentioned states. Larger growers, seed dealers and or-
ganized groups of growers would do well to adopt the practice of sending 
a representative into the northern or western .potato district during the 
harvest period, to inspect in the field and purchase sufficient potatoes of 
17 
, 1g rous li eal tli .l' ~ trai11 s din·<i fro111 til t' g rolll·r lor "·c d purpose,. T il .. 
ath is ;1hility o f th <' g rown d11 i11 g " ''''' ' s tr ai 11 ll' , li11 g for him se l f is a is» 
ob1·iu tt s . 
NORTHERN VS. HOME-GROWN SEED POTATOES IN MISSOURI 
'!'li e quc s ti o11 frequ e ntl y ar ises a ' to w lictli ,· r the· g row e r s liu11ld pllr -
c lia st' nort l1 ern -gr<•WII sel' d t• r dc·p e nd "" l1i s P\111 pot a t"cs grown tilt· prc -
ct•din g Sllllllller. There is a ge neral he li d in M i"ouri in th · s up c rinrit .1 ol 
nnrtltt•l' ll -g r nw n see d , y t·l til,· g rlll·lt'r frequ!'ntl y in r lint·s to till' l h <' of hi s 
lium e-g roll'll p o t;tl ucs i> l'CII IS <' tlil' y an· "e li •;1per", a11d a co 11 , id ·rah lc po r 
ti o n o f th e ea r ly po t:ttu no p i11 Mi ss nnri is g r1111' 11 e a ch y <';lr fro n1 il<lll ll' 
g rown see d c•f th e tH CI' in ns Slllllllll' l'. I >,· llllilt' data a s t11 tl1e r"l ;,til ,. 'a lu c 
.,f s t' t·d potatoes from tltc·s ·· rt' s pc·r ti 1·c· so tlrcl's l1a s hl' t' ll I;Jck ill g , th o ug h 
W<l rk at thi s E x pnim c nt ~ l ; tli"n in tH!II * indi ca te d th e gc ne r;d s upni o rit y 
"f n or t h ern s eed . I ,ate ly t he 'lllt·s ti on li ;Js a ri s ,·n a s I n th e ,·; tl1 1r for spri11 g 
Fil{. 4. Fa ll (' rup !'ll' ~ · ll IH a k<·~ full y a:4 v i Kf H'fJ II S pl:tn t ~ :l.S () (l(•s nf,rtlH'rn sc·t·d . hu t is usually 
a few 1i:l ys b.tt: r in maturiul{. I r ish C•)hhler va ri ety, June 19 19, 
pla11ti ng of po ta toes g rown in M issour i a s a fa ll c ro p . T o de term in e th e 
re la t i1•e va lu o f s eed p ta tocs of th e s t h r c l r~ ss r s for th e M issouri spr i11 g 
c ro p, expcr i1 ne nt s It a vc bee n carr ied out t he pa s t t h ree years. 
Test ed b y Stra ins an d C lasses.- ln the se ex peri m en ts sever a l d iff e re nt 
~ tr a i n s of ac h o f til e three c lr~ ss c s of seed f r ea ·h va rie ty w r e used . 
T h ese s trai n s were pl an te d in 191R. a nd tlt e p rodu ct o f til e ea r ly c rop ~nd 
1Jf th e fa ll c r o p were sa l'<~ d re s pe.:: t i1·e ly f r t il e s prin g- home-grow n a nd 
fa ll -home-grow n c lasses of til e nex t year, lfi i O. '!' hi s p r ocess wa s re t ca t d 
fo r t h ex perim ents of .1 !>20 a nd l !l21. T hu s, m os t o f t h e s train s in t he 
s t r in g-h ome-grow n c la ss in 1020 h a d had two yea r s in Mi ssou r i, a nd in 
1fl2 t , three y ars . The see d of th e s pri ng -home-gr ow n c la ss was dug in 
* '\fi ssou ri Agricu ltural Exper imen t S tation, 13u ll c tin 16 , Nov,. 189 1. 
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July of each year and placed in cold storage at a temperature of 35° to 45°F. 
Under these conditions the spring crop, potatoes kept quite well with rela-
tively little sprouting until March of the following year, when they were 
removed from cold storage for planting. Thus, it is apparent that this 
class of seed was provided with better storage conditions than the grower 
is usually in position to provide. The seed of the fall-home-grown crop 
was dug each year late in October after the vines were frosted down 
and placed in cold storage until planting time in March. It was quite no-
ticeable that the fall crop seed retained their plump solid condition, with-
out sprouting, much better than the spring crop seed which had a longer 
storage period. In this connection, it is interesting to observe that Apple-
mant has recently shown that the seed value of potatoes is greatly reduced 
when they are held in cold storage for a long time after they have emerged 
from their usual rest-period The averaged results for several strains of 
each class of seed of f1ve early varieties are given in Table 7. 
Irish Cobb/cr.-The season of 1919 was favorable for potatoes and 
especially so for the fall-home-grown class of seed. This class ranked first 
of the three in total yield, in bushels per acre of· No. 1 potatoes, and lowest 
in percentage of culls. The northern seed were only slightly better than 
the spring-home-grown class in total yield, but the margin was much greater 
in favor of the northern seed on the ~ o. 1 grade basis, since the spring-
home-grown class had a very high percentage of culls. In 1920, a poor 
potato season, northern grown seed produced the largest yield with fall-' 
home-grown in second place; but there was little difference between these 
classes in yield of No. 1 grade. The spring-home-grown class was the 
lowest in total yield as well as No. 1 grade. In 1921, the results w ere simi-
lar to the precedix1g year, except that the spring-home-grown class ranked 
second in total yield. However, the very high percentage of culls made it 
. a poor third in yield. of No. 1 potatoes. 
Early Ohio.-In 1919, the fall-home-grown class ranked easily first of 
the three classes both in point of total yield and No. 1 grade; northern 
seed was second and spring-home-grown third. In this variety, too, the 
percentage of culls was greatest in the spring-home-grown class. In 1920, 
the northern seed averaged first and the two home-grown classes were· 
about even in total -yield .but the spring crop seed was a poor third in the 
production of No. 1 grade. In 1921, the results were about the same, the· 
fall-home-grown class being low in total yield, but approaching the northern 
seed in production of No. 1 potatoes. 
Bliss Triumph.-In 1919, the northern and fall-home-grown classes were 
about equally productive, the spring-home-grown class ranking a poor 
third. In 1920, though the yields of all three classes were so low that a 
comparison· may be worth little, the northern seed retained first place. In 
1921, northern seed again ranked first, with fall-home-grown seed second 
in .production of No. 1 grade and lowes t in total yield. 
Eady Rose.-The fall-home-grown seed ranked first in total yield in 
tAppleman, C. 0 ., Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report, 1919, 
pp. 46-47. 
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TABLE 7.-SOURCE OF SEED EXPERIMENTS 
Variety 
J-;o .of I B. ushels per acre yield 
strains Perc('nt 
tested No . 1 Culls Total culls 
Seed Source 
------------------- ---- ------------- ----· 
TESTS IN 1919 Northern . ........ . 
Irish Cobbler. . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern . ... . .. .. . 
Early Ohio. . . . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern ......... . 
BUss Triumph . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern ......... . 
Early Rose. . . . . . . . . Fall home grown, .. 
Spring home grown. 
Northern . . ,. , .... . 
Beauty of Hebron. . . Fall homo grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
TESTS IN 1920 
N orthcrn grown ... . 
Irish Cobbler . . . . . . . Fall home grown . . . 
Spring home grown. 
N ort.h<•rn grown ... . 
Early Ohio. . . . . . . . . F1dl home. grown .. . 
Spring hom<! grown. 
----- ---- ---·-· 
Northern . ........ . 
Bliss Triumph . . . . . . Fall hom e grown . . . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern ......... . 
Early ~ose. . . . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern . .... . ... . 
Beauty of Hebron. . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
TESTS IN 1921 
North.,rn ......... . 
Irish Cobbler . . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern . . . .. . . . . . 
Early Ohio . . . . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern ......... . 
Bliss Triumph. . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern .... . .... . 
Early Rose. . . . . . . . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spring home grown. 
Northern ......... . 
Bee.uty of Hebron. . . Fall home grown .. . 
Spting home grown 
11 
9 
7 
7 
6 
8 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
4 
11 
.5 
15 
4 
8 
11 
2 
fl 
2 
2 
a 
:3 
22 
li 
14 
10 
5 
9 
7 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2 
149.6.J. . 
169.8;.1 
116.0 
157.4 
170.0 
136.8 
75.6 
75.2 
23.1 
103.7 
146.5 
90.7 
35.7 
106.9 
75.2 
35.(l 
31. 1 
24 . 2 
47.3 
:l3.8 
26.0 
19.S 
11. 7 
9.8 
18.:l 
17.0 
Il.5 
28.0 
I2.4 
6 .0 
[1[1,3 
72.2 
50. I 
86 . 9 
75 .0 
56.8 
51.5 
41.6 
28.1 
46.5 
36 . 0 
35.2 
37.0 
44.5 
28.0 
57 . 0 
53.7 
87.3 
55.4 
66.5 
60.7 
61.8 
63.0 
53.5 
65.1 
78.7 
93.2 
43.4 
73.7 
112 . 3 
it.·~ 
32. 8 
22.4 
25.6 
26.6 
21.7 
28.1 
25 . 7 
I7. I 
25.1 
28.H 
3(1, 7 
:n .1 
34.8 
24.4 
26 . 2 
23.2 
13.5 
61.5 
23.6 
14.0 
42.7 
30.1 
12.4 
46.5 
47.7 
29.1 
70.3 
51.0 
18.3 
51.2 
206.6 
223.5 
203.3 
212.8 
236.5 
197.5 
137.4 
I38.2 
76.6 
168.8 
225.2 
183.9 
70.1 
180.0 
187.5 
08.4 
53.5 
49.8 
73. D 
55.5 
54.8 
44.6 
28.8 
34.0 
46.8 
53.7 
42.4 
62.8 
36.8 
32 . 2 
122.5 
89.8 
111.0 
110.5 
89.6 
99.5 
81.6 
55.0 
74.6 
94.2 
65.1 
105.5 
88.3 
62.8 
79.2 
27.5 
24.4 
42.9 
26.0 
28 . 1 
30 . 8 
45.0 
45.6 
69.9 
38.5 
34 . 9 
50 . 7 
54.9 
40.8 
56.0 
47./i 
42.3 
.'i2. 7 
36 1 
38.7 
51.4 
56.2 
58 . 7 
7.5 . 0 
59.7 
69.7 
73.2 
57.0 
63.7 
81.3 
18.9 
15.0 
55.0 
21.4 
. 16.3 
42.9 
36.0 
22.5 
62.5 
50 . 7 
44.6 
66 .8 
li7.6 
29.2 
64.7 
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1919 and 1920, but fell to third place in 1921. 
this variety ranked high in total yield in 1919 
centage of culls in this class brought the yield 
place. 
Spring-home-grown seed of 
and 1921, but the high per-
of No. 1 potatoes to third 
Beauty of Hebron.-Too few strains of this variety were tested to give 
reliable results and there is some doubt regarding the identity of some of 
the strains included under northern seed. The fall-home-grown seed rank-
ed first in yield of No. 1 grade in 1919 and 1921. While the spring-home-
grown class ranked fir st in total yield in 1919, the percentage of culls was 
so large in this class that the yield of No. 1 grade was low. 
General Conclusion, on Source of Seed.-On the whole, the northern 
grown seed gave the most satisfactory results, especially for the Early 
Ohio and Irish Cobbler varieties. However, the fall-home-grown seed 
gave best results one year and closely approached the northern seed in 
yield of No. 1 potatoes the other two years. This class of seed seems to 
produce consistently the smallest percentage of cull potatoes. The plants 
of this class were somewhat slower in sprouting and a week or so later in 
maturing than most of the strains of the same varieties grown from northern 
seed. 
In many cases the farmer could probably grow with profit a fall crop 
of potatoes, especially for seed purposes the following spring. To do this 
successfully, he must select the right varieties, those which are best adapted 
for the spring crop. These are not the heaviest yielding fall varieties, but 
since the product is to be used simply for seed the following year, yield 
is not so important. A good strain of the selected variety should be used, 
for our experiments prove that weak strains do not become stronger by 
growing as a fall crop. Cold storage, the method used here, is not neces-
sary for keeping fall crop potatoes, as they will remain in perfect condi-
tion until pl'!-nting time the following spring in an ordinary cellar or house 
basement. 
The spring-home-grown class clearly produced the poorest results. 
Though the difference in total yield was not so great as might have been 
expected, this class of seed in every test with every variety produced a 
very high percentage of culls, with a low yield of No. 1 potatoes and cor-
responding low market value for the crop. No further work is needed to 
show definitely the inadvisability of using this kind of seed under Missouri 
conditions. 
SPROUTING SEED POTATOES 
Though the practice of greening and sprouting of seed potatoes prior 
to planting has been recommended in various publications* as a means of 
increasing earliness and yield, experimental work on its actual value is 
limited. The Rhode Island Experiment Stationt a number of years ago 
*Nevada Exp. Sta. Bul. 90; Purdue Ext. Cir. 89i California Exp. Sta. Cir. 161; Pa. 
Ext. Cir. 45; Ontario Bul. 239; Cornell Exp. Sta. Bul. 228; Colo. Exp. &ta. Bul. 117. 
tRhode Island Experiment Station Bulletin 75. 
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reported a yield of 191 bushels per acre from sprouted and 136 bushels 
from unsprouted seed of the Early Rose variety. Recently, the Colorado 
Experiment Stationt reported an increase in yield from green-sprouting 
of 28, 3.3, and 3.3 bushels per acre respectively for three years, with the 
Pearl variety grown under irrigation. The Virginia Experiment Station* 
has reported a slight increase in yield from sprouting potatoes, in a two 
year test with one variety. In this case, the increase was attributed to 
elimination of weak or dead eyes on .the seed tubers. 
Experimental 'Stud1es.-To determine whether or not the practice of 
sprouting seed potatoes in a warm light place before planting is worth 
while under Missouri spring-crop conditions, experiments were conducted 
for four years. In these experiments were included the varieties which 
have received most attention in this section and several different classes 
of seed of each variety. It was thought that varieties might react differently 
to this treatment, that fallchomc-grown seed might differ in their behavior 
from northern and spring-home-grown seed and that small whole tubers 
might behave differently from cut seed pieces. That there is some little 
variation of this sort is evident from an inspection of the detailed data given 
in Table 8. The seed potatoes which were to be sprouted for these experi-
ments were removed from storage ten days or two weeks before planting 
time and spread out in a thin layer on a slatted tray, which was placed in a 
cool greenhouse or in a well-lighted basement room. The seed were care-
fully cut by hand just before planting and likewise planted by hand, to 
prevent breaking the short stubby sprouts. Seed pieces of the different 
lots were cut to as near the same size as possible, averaging about· one 
ounce each. 
Considering the average of th~ results for each year, sprouting seed 
before planting has decreased the yield of No. 1. potatoes, decreased the 
total yield and increased the percentage of culls. These differences' hold 
true for both cut seed and the small whole-tuber seed, also in a general 
way for northern, fall-home-grown and spring-home-grown classes of seed. 
An apparent exception is that of fall-home-grown seed of the Early Ohio, 
which gave a somewhat larger yield from the sprouted seed in each 
of the three years this class was planted. The general trend of results 
clearly indicates the inadvisability of the seed-sprouting practice under Mis-
souri conditions. 
Influence of Seed-Sproutin-g on Growth and Tuber-.Formation.-A 
treatment such as the preliminary sprouting of the seed piece may cause 
departures from the normal development of the plant. Such departures 
might cause an increased yield under certain conditions and a decrease 
under other conditions. Data on the seed-sprouting experiments for the 
year 1919 have been compiled in Table 9. Similar experiments in other 
years gave similar results, but have not been compiled because of the in-
completeness of the tests. 
tColorado Experiment Station Bulletin 261. 
*Virginia Experiment Station Bulletin 2!7. 
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TABLE SA.-EXPERIMENTS ON DORMANT AND SPROUTED SEED-CUT PIECES. 
Dormant Sprouted Bu •. of 
No.1 
gained 
Kind of Seed Bus. Total Percent Bus. Total Percent or lost 
No. 1 yield culls No.1 Yield culls by 
sprouting; 
-----------------------
Tests in 1918 
Irish Cob b1er 
Northern Seed . ... . ... ..... 76.7 88.7 13.6 62 . 2 80 .0 22.3 - 14 . 5 
Bliss Triumph 
Northern Seed ........... 29.2 45.0 35.5 34.6 46.2 29.6 + 5.4 
Early Ohio 
Northern Seed ........ . .. 96.7 105 .7 8.5 73.8 80.0 7 . 7 -22.9 
Spring home grown ....... 50.5 66.2 23.7 45.2 53.9 16.0! - 5.3 
-----------
----
---
----
----
(Average) . ..... . . 
···· · ·· 
63.3 76.4 20.3 53 . 9 65 .0 19:0 - 9.3 
----
-------
----
----
----
----
Tests in 1919 
Irish Cobbler 
Northern seed ....... . . .. 140 . 0 163 . 0 14.1 140.2 176 4 20.5 + 0.2 
Fall home grown ......... 166.0 186.1 10.8 121.4 149.9 19 . 0 -36.2 
Spring home grown .. . .... 142.2 192.2 26.0 84.0 134.1 37.3 -58.2 
Early Ohio 
Northern seed ... . . ....... 141.4 157.6 10.3 113.9 151.0 24.9 -27.5 
Fall home grown ... ... ... 169.4 200.5 15.5 186 . 6 207.6 10.1 +17.2 
Spring home grown ....... 163.1 202 . 7 19.3 107.5 153.5 29.9 -55.6 
Bliss Triumph 
Northern seed ............ 29 . 7 55.9 47.3 21.8 41. 1 46 . 8 - 7.9 
Fall home grown ..... . ... 101.8 143.9 29.3 47.0 103.9 54.5 -54.8 
Spring home grown .. ..... 9 . 7 34.7 72.2 4.0 16.6 76.7 - 5.7 
--------
--..----- ---- -------- ----
(Average) ...... .' . .. . .... 118.2 148.5 27.2 91.8 126.1 35 . 5 -19.3 
-------- ----
---- ----
----
----
Tests in 1920 
Irish Cobbler 
Northern seed ......... . .. 47.7 79.0 39 . 6 36 . 3 69.0 47.3 -11.4 
Spring home grown . . . . . .. 24.7 51.5 52.1 23 . 5 50.6 53.6 - 1.2" 
Early Ohio 
Northern seed ......... . .. 64.0 85 .6 25.3 56.4 72.6 22.2 -7.6 
Fall home grown ...... . .. 51.4 74.2 30.8 53.1 82.5 35 . 7 + 1.7 
Bliss Triumph 
Northern seed ........ . ... 14 .8 45.2 67.1 5.8 23.3 71.1 - 9.0 
----
-------
---- --------
----
(Average) ....... .. ... .. . 40 .5 67 . 1 42.7 35 . 0 59.6 48.0 - 5.5 
---- ---- ----
----
----
-------
Tests in 1921 
Early Ohio 
Northern seed ..... . ... . . . 113 . 2 136.0 16.8 79.5 103.5 23.2 -33.7 
Fall home grown ...... . .. 60.5 72.4 16.4 80.6 97.6 17.4 +20.1 
Spring home grown ....... 99.7 120.7. 17.4 86.7 123.4 29.7 -13.0 
_Bliss Triumph 
Dry land western ......... 73.8 98.5 25.1 63 . 2 100.7 37.3 -11.6 
------------
---------------
(Average) ... .. .......... 86.5 111.2 22 . 1 74 .8 107.9 30.2 -19.4 
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TABLE 8!3--ExPERIMENTS oN DoRMANT A"'D S I'ROUTE ~J SEE'J--S~L\LL 
Kind of Seed 
Tests in 1918 
Early Ohio 
Spring home grown .. . . 
Tests in 1919 
Irish Cobbler 
Fall home grown ... . . .. .. 
.Early Ohio 
Northern grown .... ... , .. 
Fall home grown . . . . .. . . . 
Bliss Triumph 
Northern grown .. . . ... . . . 
Fall home grown ... . .. . . . 
(Average) .. . .. . . . . . . .... 
Tests in 1920 
Early Ohio 
Bus. 
No.1 
79 . 9 
130 .9 
153.1 
162 . 9 
38 . 2 
131.4 
----
123.3 
Fall home grown. . . . . . . . . 58. 7 
Tests in 1921 
Early Ohio 
Dormant 
Total 
yield 
84 .9 
191. 4 
184 .3 
198 . 2 
75.2 
192. 6 
---
168. 3 
96.7 
Northern grown.. . . .... . . 91.6 126 . 4 
Fall home grown... . . . . .. 75.8 94.2 
P ercen t 
culls 
8 .2 
31. 6 
16 . 9 
17.8 
62 . 4 
31. t 
----
32 . 1 
39.2 
27 .5 
19.5 
Bus. 
No.1 
53. 8 
118.9 
118.3 
181.0 
23.0 
100 . 1 
----
108.3 
48.3 
96 . 9 
68.4 
Sprouted 
Total 
yield 
72. 8 
186 .1 
Hl5. 9 
204. 1 
56 . 6 
170 . 1 
----
156. 6 
81.9 
129 .3 
79.6 
Bus. of 
No.1 
gained 
Percent or lost 
culls by 
sprouting 
26.0 -26.1 
36.2 -12.0 
28 .7 -34.8 
11.1 +18.1 
59. 3 -15 . 2 
41.0 - 31.3 
--------
35. 3 -15.1 
'40 .9 -10.4 
25. 0 + 5.3 
14 . 1 - 7.4 
The evidence, judging from the average for all classes, indicates that 
in the case of cut seed, sprouting resulted in: (1) Little difference in the 
average number of stalks per hill. In northern and fall-home-grown seed 
of Cobbler and Ohio the sprouted seed produced more stalks but in most 
other cases the dormant seed produced more stalks. (2) A small but con-
stant decrease in number of tubers per hill; (3) A slight decrease in the 
average number of tubers per stalk; ( 4) A considerable decrease in average 
size of tubers. 
The average for the six lots of small, whole-tuber seed indicates that 
the effect of sprouting is to: (1) increase the average number of stalks 
per hill ; (2) increase slightly the average number of tubers per hill; (3) 
decrease the average number of tubers per stalk; ( 4) decrease the average 
size of tubers. Attention is called to the fac t that in the two cases where 
sprouted whole seed gave an increased yield (cut and whole-tuber seed of 
fall-home-grown Early Ohio) the growth charactertistics were just the op-
posite of those stated for the average of all the experimental lots. 
Though the cut and whole seed used in this experiment were not exact-
ly of the same size, the whole seed usually being somewhat larger, a general 
comparison indicates that the whole-tuber seed produces more stalks and 
more tubers per hill, . but tubers of smaJier average weight, than do cut 
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seed pieces. Reference is made t o this point again in connection with 
another experiment. 
Another point may be observed here, w.hich is of interest in connection 
with the previously discussed experiment on northern, fall-home-grown 
and spring-home-grown seed. In Table 9, it is evident that in all var-
ieties the spring-home-grown seed produced the greatest number of stalks. 
per hilJ and in all cases tubers having the smallest average weight. Evi-
dently these are at least contributory factors to the low yield and high 
percentage of cu11s which this class of seed produced consistently through-
out these experiments. On the other hand, the fa11-home-grown class ··of 
seed in every case except three, produced: (1) the smallest number of 
TABLE 9.-EFFECT OF SPROUTING SEED POTATOES ON GROWTH CHARACTERISTICSr 
SPRING CROP, 1919. 
Dormant Sprouted 
Av. No. Av. No. tubers Av. Wt Av. No. Av. No. t.ubers Av. Wt. 
I<:ind of Seed stalks ---
---
tubers, stalks 
------ tubers,. 
per hill per hill per stalk grams per hill per hill per stalk grams. 
------------- ------------ ---- ------- ----
CUT SEED PIECES 
Irish Cobbler 
Northern grown ... . ... 2.10 5.20 2.47 81 2. 67 7.20 2 . 70 67 
Fall home grown ...... 1.43 5.26 3.68 97 1.80 5 . 10 2.83 81 
Spring home grown .... 3.44 7 . 93 '2.31 66 2.80 6.86 2.45 53 
------------- ------------ --------- - --
Early Ohio 
..... 
Northern gro,:n ... .... 1.63 5 . 39 3.31 84 2 .00 5. 74 2 .87 7 2 
Fall home grown ...... 1.37 5.70 4.16 95 1. 57 5.60 3.57 0 l 
r Spring home grown . .. . 3.96 7.93 2.00 70 3.20 6.93 2.30 G 3 
------------- ---- ---- ------- ----------------
Bliss Triumph 
Northern grown .. ..... 2.55 3.42 1.34 45 2; 15 2.69 1 . 21 42 
Fall home grown ...... 2 .32 6.25 2. 69 63 3.52 5 . 92 1.68 48 
Spring home grown ... . 3.20 2 .85 0.89 34 2.20 1.50 0 .68 30 
------------------------
Rural New Yorker: 
Northern grown ....... 2.25 5.03 2.22 77 2 . 12 4.36 2 . 06 74 
Fall home grown ...... 1. 93 6.50 3 .36 70 1.48 6 .08 4.11 64 
Spring home grown .... 2.42 5.64 2.28 62 2 . 90 6.02 2 . 07 55 
---------------------
---
Avera.11e for cut seed . . . 2.39 5.59 2.56 70 .2 2 . 37 5.28 2.37 62.4 
------------ - -----------
SMALL WHOLE TUBERS 
Irish Cobbler 
Fall home grown . . ... . 2.78 7.90 2.84 66 3.63 8.50 2 . 35 60 
------------------------ ------------
Early Ohio 
Northern grown ...... . 2.28 6 .75 2.96 78 2.55 7. 56 2 . 96 62 
Fall home grown ...... 1. 65 6.40 3.88 85 1.24 6.00 4.83 93 
----------------------- ---------- - --
Bliss Triumph 
Northern grown ..... . . 2 .53 4.85 1.92 42 2.55 3.76 1.47 41 
Fa ll home grown . .... . 3 . 26 8 .40 2.58 63 3 .54 8.73 2 .47 53 
--- ------ --- ------------
Rural New Yorker 
Spring home grown .... 4.07 9.90 2.43 41 4. 69 10.20 2.17 40 
-----·------------------------------
Averai!'O for we ole seed. 2.76 7.37 2.77 62.5 3 .03 7.46 2. 71 58 .3 
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sprouts of single-eye seed pieces are smaller, of slower growth, and less 
productive in the case of very small (.08 to .57 ounces) than in the rather 
large (1.75 ounce) seed pieces. 
Experiments ou size of seed piece, and whole-tuber as compared with 
cut seed pieces have been conducted at the Missouri Station for four years. 
Since the plants in some of the plots were injured by cold in 1921, the 
data for that year are omitted. The Early Ohio variety was used through-
out, parallel series of tests being made with two types of seed, spring-home-
grown and northern-grown. Four sizes o( ~eed were used in both the 
whole-tuber and the cut-seed class. The smallest was 20 grams, about 
% ounce, and the largest size 50 grams, equal to nearly 2 ounces. The 
results are given in Table 10. 
The total yield increased with the size of seed in nearly every case. 
The increase is greatest from the 2(1 gram to the 30 gram class, becoming 
smaller with further increase in size of seed piece. The increase in per-
centage of culls is fairly regular, the larger seed pieces producing a high 
percentage of culls. The increase in' yield of No. 1 potatoes from the 20 
gram to the 30 gram seed pieces is considerable, but the va.riation in the 
No. 1 grade beyond this point is irregular, there being a slight increase in 
seven cases and a decrease in three. This is important, since the yield 
of the No. 1 grade practically determines the ·value of the crop. Unless 
the increase in yield is more than sufficient to pay for the extra amount of 
seed and the cost of handling the increased yield, there is no good reason 
for using larger seed pieces. 
The results indicate that for the Early Ohio .variety grown under Mis-
souri spring and summer conditions, the most profitable size of seed piece 
is about 30 grams, slightly over one . ounce. This would require a little 
over 11 bushels of seed per acre at the planting distance used here, 30, 
feet by 15 inches. This is probably a somewhat heavier rate of seeding than 
is practiced by the average grower in this section. It may be said, how-
ever, that under especially favorable conditions, as rich soil, favorable 
weather or abundant soil moisture, still larger seed-pieces will probably 
give the most profitable returns. 
·Concerning cut seed pieces, as compared with whole-tubers, there is 
here opportunity to make a direct comparison between seed pieces of the 
two types which are of the same weight. On the basis of total yield, cut 
seed usually produced less than whole seed with the spring-home-grown 
class of seed, but with the northern grown seed the reverse is true. On 
the basis of yield of No. 1 grade, the whole seed have a less favorable 
showing, since in eight cases out of twelve the cut seed produced the 
greater yield of No. 1 grade in the spring-home-grown class and in six 
out of eight cases this was true for the northern grown seed. 
The percentage of culls produced is greater in the whole-seed than in 
the cut-seed class. Nevertheless, the fact remains that fairly good crops 
can be grown from small tubers planted whole. Furthermore, experiments 
here. which are not reported in this bulletin indicate that excellent yields 
with a relatively low percentage of culls may be produced from seed-piec.es 
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"TABLE 10.-YIELD, SIZE OF SEED TESTS, SPRING CROP, (EARLY OHIO VAR IETY) 
SPRING CROP HOME GROWN SEED 
Weight of 
seed pieces 
'Tests in 1918 
20 grams . .. . ... .... . . 
30 grams . ...... .. . . .. 
40 grams . ... . .. .. .. . . 
50 grams .. .. ... . ..... 
Whole Tuber seed 
pieces 
Cut seed pieces 
Bushel per 
acre gained or 
lost by rut 
seed 
Bushel T otal P ercent. Bushel T ot a l Percent No. 1 T otal 
No. I Culls No. 1 Culls grade yield 
43.4 55.0 21.2 37.5 49 .2 23.9 
- 5 .9 -5.8 
75.0 97.7 23 . 3 50.0 66 .5 24 . 9 - 25 .0 -31.2 
81.0 108.0 25 . 1 
80.0 113 . 4 29.4 
- -------------- :_. __ ---___ . ___ ------ ---
Average . .... .. ... .... 70 . 0 93.5 24 .8 
·· ·· ··· 
. . . .... .. .. ... ....... . ...... 
------- ---------------
"Tests in 1919 
20 grams . . ........... 112.0 162.1 31.6 134 .4 169.5 20.7 +22 .4 + /.4 
30 grams . ......•. .... 131.2 209.8 37 . 0 124.5 187.6 33 .7 - 6 . 7 -22.2 
40 grams .. . ......... . 120 .2 210.1 42 .. ; 118 .3 188.5 37.2 - 1.\1 -21. 6 
50 grams . .... .. .... . . 121 .2 240.2 49.2 125.5 230.5 45.6 + 4 . 3 -9.7 
Average . ... ...... .... 121.1 205 . 5 40.1 125.5 194.0 34.3 + 4.4 -11 .5 
'Testa in 1920 
20 grams .. .•. .. .... • . 9.8 31.8 69.2 12.0 20.3 
30 grams .... .. . . . .. .. 7.4 32.5 77.4 14.0 29.0 
40 grams .. ... .... ... . 10.9 39.4 72 .4 14.1 37.4 
50 grams ..... .. . . . ... 13.6 43.8 69.1 15.4 45.4 
------------
---
Average ......• . . . . .. . 10 .4 36.9 72.0 13.9 33.0 
NORTHERN GROWN SEED 
'Teats in 1918 
20 grams ..... .. ... . . . 
30 grams .. . . ... .... . . 
40 grams ... . . ...... . . 
50 grams........... .. 101.4 129 . 0 21.4 
72.3 
84.4 
95.5 
98.4 
78.1 
92.0 
107.5 
113.0 
Average. ........ .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 87 .7 97.7 
40.7 
51.8 
62 .3 
66 . 0 
---
55.2 
7.4 
8.2 
11 .2 
+ 2.2 
+ 6 . 6 
+ 3 . 2 
+ 1.8 
---
+ 3.5 
-11.5 
-13 . 5 
-2.0 
+ 1.6 
---
-3.9 
14.2 - a.o -1a .o 
10 .2 .. . .... ... .. . . 
----------- - - ------------------------
'Testa in 1919 
:!0 grams . ... . .. . . . .. . 195.8 245 . 7 20.3 
30 grams .. .. . ... . . . . . 187.2 234 .5 19.9 243. 8 295 .9 17.6 + 61.4 +56 . 6 
40 grams . ......... .. . 223.1 270.1 17.4 233.7 294.9 20.7 + 10.8 +24.8 
50 grams . .... . ....... 214.5 286.7 25.2 204.1 265.5 23.1 -10.4 -21:2 
-·-·-----·---------------~ -----------
Average ............. . 208.3 263 . 8 20.8 219.3 275.5 20,2 +20.6 +20.1 
---------11----------------
'Testa in 1920 
20 grams ..... ... . .... 7 . 9 17.8 55.6 13.9 22.6 38.3 + 5 .0 + 4 .8 
30 grams .. . . . . ... .. .. 11 . 8 25 . 8 54.4 14 .3 36 .0 60 . 2 + 2.5 + 10.2 
40 grams .. . ... . . .. . . . 15 . 9 38.0 58 . 2 27. 1 46.1 41.3 +11.2 + 8 . 1 
50 grams . ... . . . , . . .. . 16.9 38.2 55.9 25.9 53.7 51.5 + 9 .0 +15.5 
------- --
---
- - - - --------
Average . ..... . .. .. . . . 13 . 1 29.9 56.0 20.3 39 .. 6 47 . 8 + 7.2 + 9 . 5 
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obtained by splitting lengthwise tubers weighing 2 or 3 ounces. Though 
the general use of small tubers for seed purposes is not recommended, 
there may be occasions for their use. They have usually been opposed be-
cause of the probability of their being the product of weak o·r diseased 
plants, which would obviously render them undesirable. However, tubers 
coming from a healthy strain, and small simply because they were grown 
in an over-crowded hill, should give satisfactory results. If, in the g.rowing 
of the fall crop, large seed pieces were purposely planted, a heavy set of 
small to medium sized tubers quite suitable for seed purposes would be 
produced. Experiments in N ew York* have shown that this same end 
can be attained b y very close planting of the crop intended for seed pur-
poses. 
Influence of Size of Seed on Growth and Tuber-Formation--The size 
of the seed piece, as well as its character, may cause variations in plant as 
well as in tuber development. It has been shown that under Missouri con-
ditions the total yield increases with the size of the seed piece, but the 
yield of No. 1 grade increases little or even falls off somewhat, when seed 
pieces beyond a certain size a.re used. The reasons are evident from a con-
sideration of the growth characteristics of the plants in this experiment, 
given in Table 11. In studying these data, it should be remembered that 
the variety used, Early Ohio, is characterized by a liberal number of eyes. 
If a vadety having few eyes per tuber was used, results might be somewhat 
different, in that the larger seed pieces would not be subject to the limi-
tations which are quite evident for such seed of the Early Ohio. However, 
] . C. Arthurt states, "the number of stalks is but slightly increased for 
the same weight ' of tuber, even when the number of eyes increases two, 
three or even a hundred times", hence the general rules indicated by the 
experiments here with the Early Ohio variety may be expected to hold 
good for other varieties under ·similar conditions . 
Table 11 shows that the average number of stalks per plant increased 
regularly with the size of seed pieces. Also whole-tuber! seed pieces pro-
duc'ed more stalks per hill than did cut seed of the same weight and 
spring-home-grown seed produced nearly twice as many stalks per· hill as 
did northern grown seed· of both whole and cut-piece types. The dif-
ferences in number of stalks per hill are so pronounced and so consis-
tent, that the other hill and tuber characteristics noted seem to be largely 
if .not entirely the direct result of them. The average number of tubers 
per hill increases quite regularly with the size of the seed piece, agreeing 
with results ,recently published by C. E . Clark:j: w ho worked with the Rural 
New Yorker variety under irrigated conditions in Colorado. The average 
number of tubers per stalk fluctuates irregularly within rather narrow 
limits, regardless of the size of the seed piece from which a stalk happens 
to come. The average weight of tubers dec·reases regularly with the size 
of the seed piece in every case, except in the northern-grown seed in 1920, 
*Stewart, F. C., New York (Geneva) Experiment Station Bulletin 474. 
tProc. Soc. Prom. Agr. Sci., 12th meeting, 1891, pp. 11-23. 
~United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 958, August, 1921. 
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TABLE 11.-GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANTS FROM WHOLE AND CuT SEED. 
SPRING CROP HOME GROWN SEED 
Whole tuher seed pieces Cu' seed pieces 
Av. No Av. No. tubers Av . No . Av. No. tubers 
Weight of seed pieces stalks ------ Av. Wt. stalks - - ----Av. Wt. 
per hill per hill per stalk tubers per hill per hill per stalk tuber. 
Tests in 1918 
20 grams . ... . • ... . .. . 2.4 2.68 1.12 56.0 1 . 70 2.23 1. 31 59.6 
30 grams . ......... . •. 2.5 4 .78 1. 91 55.5 1. 78 2.74 1. 54 66 . 0 
40 grams . ... . . . ...... 2.7 5.37 1 .99 54.1 2.3 2.93 1.27 53.6 
50 grams ......•. .. . . . 3.8 5.75 1. 52 53.6 2.66 3.37 1.27 46.9 
Average.......... .. .... 2 . 85 4.64 1 .64 54 . 8 2.11 2.82 1.35 56.5 
------------------------- ---------- ___:.... __ 
Tests in 1919 
20 grams . ... . . · .....•. 4. 13 8.65 2. 10 51.5 2.44 6. 11 2.50 76.1 
30 grams ...... . .. .... 4.47 10 .30 2.31 55.5 3 . 11 7.50 2.41 68.4 
40 grams ... . .. ...... . 5.83 11 .90 2.04 49.5 3 . 56 8. 63 2 .42 60.0 
50 grams .. . ...•.. . ... 6 . 03 14 .00 2.11 46.8 5. 17 11.11 2.15 58.9 
Average...... ........ 5.27 11.2 2.14 51.0 3.57 8 . 34 2 .37 65.7 
Tests ln 1920 
20 grams ....... . ... . . 2.43 2.56 1.05 33.9 1.04 1.26 0 . 77 41..5 
30 grams .... .... .. ... 2 . 46 3 .30 1 .34 20.1 1.80 1. 95 1.08 40.2 
40 grams ............ . 3.35 3.72 1.11 28.4 2.59 3.14 1.21 32.5 
50 grams .....• , .. .. . . 3.30 4.45 1.35 24./i 3 .11 3.52 1 . 13 35.2 
Average.............. 2 .89 3.51 1.21 28.2 2 . 28 2 . 47 1.05 37.3 
Average for 3 years .... 3.07 6.45 1 .66 44.3 2.65 4.54 1. 50 53.2 
NORTHERN GROWN SEED 
Test's ln 1918 
20 grams . . ... . . .. .. .. 1.1 2 . 14 1. 95 100.0 
30 grams ... . . .• . . .. • . 1.5 2 . 74 1.83 91.6 
40 grams . . ... . ....... 1. 8 3.30 1.83 88.5 
50 grams . ........ ... . 3.1 5.9 1. 91 59 . 1 1 .93 4.40 2 . 27 69.5 
Average.... . .. . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .58 3 . 12 1.97 87.4 
Tests in 1919 
20 grams . ..... . ...•.. 1.46 7.37 5.05 92.0 
30 grams . . .... .. ..... 2 . 10 7.63 3.64 79.0 1.86 7.60 4 .08 106,8 
40 grams . ....•. .. .... 2.28 8.55 3.75 89 .4 2.46 9 . 15 3 . 72 88.2 
50 grams ....... ...... 2.25 9 .48 4.21 83 . 0 2.54 9.50 3.74 79.1 
Avera\te............ .. 2.21 8 . 56 3 .87 84.0 2 . 08 8.41 4.1 ' 91.5 
Tests hi 1920 
20 grams ....... ...... 1.37 1.55 1.13 31. 2 1.52 1.83 1 . 20 33.4 
30 grams ..... .. ...... 1.66 2.12 1 .27 33 . 0 1. 27 2.34 1.84 41.5 
40 grams ......... . . .. 2 . 16 2.85 1 .32 36.1 1. 66 2 . 91 1. 75 43.0 
50 gra.ms .. . . ..... ... . 2.10 2 . 87 1.37 36. 1 2.01 3 . 34 1 .66 43.8 
Average.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1. 82 2.34 1.27 34.1 1.61 2 .61 1. 61 40 .4 
_ __:A:..v;..;~~r.::ag:::.e:... :..fo::r;..;3:....::.Y.::M=r~•:..· :..;· ;,.,;·..:._..:2:.:·:..7.::1...:_' _5:..·;..;6:..:0...:.......::2.:.: 35 _ ...;5:.:9;..;·~1_,_.....::1.:... 7;,.,;6.;___:4..:.· .:..7:..1..:.__2.:..·;..;5:..8 __ 7_3.:..·:...1_ 
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_ when the average number of stalks and the yield was very small for all 
.sizes of seed pieces. It may be noted further that whole seed produces 
more tubers per hill than cut seed pieces of the same size and the average 
weight per tuber is less in the whole seed plots. 
It appears that the chief difference in the results from the use of the 
larger cut seed pieces and of the small whole seed, is the increased num-
ber of stalks produced by such seed. This involves a proportionate in-
crease in the number of tubers per hill, with the consequent tendency to 
reduce the size of the individual tubers through over-crowding and limi-
tation of plant nutrients. If the soil is poor, moisture deficient, or some 
oth er limiting factor becomes operative early in the period of tuber de-
velopment, the larger seed pieces then produce a crop consisting of many 
"little tubers. On the othe,r hand, if all conditions are favorable, the larger 
seed pieces may produce a large crop of medium to fair sized potatoes. 
'The same statements would apply to whole seed. Evidently, then, growth c~nditions may determine how far the increase in size of seed piece may 
be carried and still result in a profitable. crop increase. The more favorable 
growing conditions are, the larger the size of seed piece which will be found 
most profitable. 
Referring again to Table 11, it may be seen that the average number 
of tubers per hill varies greatly from year to year for seed pieces of any 
-particular size or class. Why did 50-gram cut northern seed set 4.4 tuber;; 
·per hill in 1918, 9.5 in 1919, and only 3.34 in 1920? Since the variations an~ 
'fairly uniform from year to year for each group in these tests, it seems 
that seasonal or environmental influences must be responsible. A large 
part of the variation in the number of tubers per hill is accounted iorj by 
the variation in the number of stalks per hill in the different years. The 
·question then arises as to why this factor should vary. However, not all 
.of the difference in ' number of tubers per hill is accounted for by variation 
in number of stalks, for the number of tubers per stalk also varies from 
_year to year, even with the same. sort of seed. Thus 50-gram cut northern 
:grown seed in 1918 produced 2.27 tubers per stalk; in 1919, 3.73; in 1920, 
1.66. It seems that a detailed study of factors influencing the set of tubers 
·in the Irish potato may be a frmtful field for further work 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Four years' tests of a large number of varieties of Irish potatoes, in-
-cluding a number of strains of the more important ones, show that only 
two varieties, Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler, are well adapted . to culture 
·in Missouri for the early or spring crop. These two varieties far outyield-
·ed the other early sorts, both in total yield and production of No. 1 grade 
potatoes. 
The standard late varieties produced poor yields and a group of late 
:Sorts designated as special "fall croppers" produced practically nothing 
when planted for the spring crop. 
Encouraging results have been secured in the production of a late or 
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fall crop, planted abciut July 1. It is believed that home needs for winter 
consumption can be met satisfactorily in this way. 
Real Irish (a local variety), Green Mountain, McCormick, Banner and 
Peachblow have produced the best yields when planted for the fall crop, 
though several other late varieties have done well. The planting of Early 
Ohio and Irish Cobbler for the fall crop seems warranted only for the pro-
duction of seed potatoes from which to grow the spring crop of the follow-
ing year. 
Seed storage tests indicate that the best way to handle northern-grown 
seed potatoes which are intended for planting the fall crop is to place 
them in cold storage in March. Fall-home-grown potatoes intended for this 
purpose should be held in ordinary cellar storage until April 1, then, trans-
ferred to cold storage, where they are, held at a temperature of 35° to 45°F. 
until July. 
As a result of tests of a number of different lots of the leading early 
varieties, it is found that there is wide range in productivity within the 
clonal group or variety. There is a general tendency for the various strains 
to retain their relative positions in the tests from year to year. The dif-
ference between good and poor strains of the same variety is so great that 
it appears well worth while for the grower to make every effort to obtain 
seed from a strong strain. There is great need for the propagation and dis-
semination of the seed of the strongest strains in our leading varieties at 
the present time. 
No one class or source of seed is indicated as being preeminently the 
best, but in the Early Ohio and Irish Cobbler varieties it seems that, for 
the present, Missouri growers will do best to purchase their. seed direct 
from growers of ·certified potatoes in northern and western states. Buyers. 
of large quantities should adopt the Held inspection plan in selecting the 
source of their seed. 
It is conclusively shown that spring-home-grown potatoes are much 
inferior to northern potatoes for production of the Missouri spring crop, 
since the total yield is less and the percentage of culls is higher in the 
former. 
On the other hand, fall-home-grown potatoes of the early varieties 
closely approach northern grown• seed in quality and productiveness of No. 
1 potatoes. It may be worth while for the Missouri grower to plant a 
small acreage of fall crop potatoes. especially for use as seed for the fol-
lowing year's spring crop. Where extreme earliness of maturity is desired,. 
however, northern grown seed probably will continue to give best results. 
A striking result in all the experiments was the very high percentage of 
culls produced by the spring-home-grown seed and the very low percentage 
of culls. produced by the fall-home-grown seed. 
The practice of greening and sprouting seed potatoes is not profitable, 
in fact it has generally reduced the yield. When cut seed pieces were used 
the greening and sprouting treatment did not affect the number of stalks 
per hill very markedly but resulted in a slight decrease in number of tubers 
per hill and a decided decrease in average weight of tubers. When small. 
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whole tubers were used for seed, the number of stalks and the number of 
tubers per hill increased in the sprouted lots but the average weight of the 
tubers decreased. 
"Size of seed" tests with cut pieces and whole seed indicate that under 
ordinary growing conditions for this section the most profitable size of 
seed piece for the Early Ohio variety does not lie much beyond one ounce. 
The total yield increases with the size of seed piece planted, but the in-
crease becomes smaller and smaller with each increase in size. Yield of 
No. 1 grade increases considerably from 20 to 30-gram seed pieces but 
there is little or no increase in yield of No. 1 potatoes with seed above this 
size. 
The growth characteristics of plants from different sizes of seed are 
such as to result in different crop returns under different conditions. The 
number of stalks and the average number of tubers per hill increases with 
the size of the seed, but the average weight of the tubers decreases. 
Growth conditions will determine the most profitable size of seed. 
A comparison in the Early Ohio variety of cut and whole-tuber seed 
of the same weight indicates that somewhat larger yields of No. 1 grade 
potatoes may be generally expected from the cut seed. However, satis-
factory crops may be produced from small, healthy tubers and a method 
of securing such seed cheaply is suggested. 
Whole-tuber seed pieces produce more stalks and a greater number of 
tubers per hill than cut see~ pieces of the same size. Under very favorable 
growing conditions, these characteristics should result in an increased 
yield, but under poor to average conditions, a decrease in yield of No. 1 
grade is more likely. 
The ave~age number of tubers per stalk tends to be a varietal charac-
teristic but may be affected very markedly by soil and weather conditions. 
